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CRADLE OF WINE

Georgia is one of the oldest wine producing countries in the world.
The fertile valleys of the South Caucasus stretched on Georgian land
are believed by many archaeologists to be the source of the world’s
first cultivated grapevines and Neolithic wine production. Georgian
winemaking tradition counts about 8,000 years. Thus ancient
viticulture is inseparable with the country’s national identity.

UNIQUE WINEMAKING TECHNOLOGY

It has been archaeologically proven that the roots of Georgian
viticulture are between 9000 and 7000 BC. People of South Caucasus
discovered that wild grape juice turned into wine, when left buried
through the winter in a shallow pit. This knowledge was nourished by
experience, and from 4000 BC Georgians were cultivating grapes and
maintain fermentation process in clay vessels called “Qvevri”. When
filled with the fermented juice of the harvest, “Qvevri” is topped with a
wooden lid and then covered and sealed with earth. Some may even
remain entombed for up to 50 years. Due to the above mentioned
technology Georgia offers visitors a unique type of wine.

A UNIQUE ALPHABET

Currently there are just 14 independent alphabets in the world and
Georgian is one of them. Scholars believe that the creation of an Old
Georgian alphabet was instrumental in making religious scriptures
more accessible to the local population. This happened in the 4th or
5th century, not long after Georgia became a Christian state.

A FAMOUS GEORGIAN CHEESE THAT HAS BEEN
RECOGNIZED BY UNESCO

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
OF GEORGIA

Georgian National Tourism Administration
4 Sanapiro str, 0105, Tbilisi, Georgia
Tel: +995 32 2 43 69 99
Fax: +995 32 2 43 60 85
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The preparation technology of a unique Georgian cheese, dambal
khacho, has been recognized and included in the list of Intangible
Cultural Heritage by UNESCO. The texture of the cheese is very soft,
and similar to cottage cheese.First smoked, then dried under the sun,
finally the cheese is placed in a dark cool place for 4-5 weeks. As a
result the cheese comes out very firm and has a robust flavor.

EUROPE’S HIGHEST SETTLEMENT

The Svanetian community of Ushguli is recognized as the highest
settlement in Europe, set at altitudes between 2,086 and 2,200 meters
above sea level. Symbolically, the highest settlement of Svaneti is
guarded by Mt. Shkhara, the highest point in whole of Georgia.

TOP Reasons
to Visit Georgia
FIRST EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION

In the late 20th century, archaeological excavations of Dmanisi
revealed an extraordinary record of the earliest hominid dispersal
beyond Africa (1,75 million years old). It is widely renowned that the
Dmanisi discoveries have changed scientists’ knowledge concerning
the migration of Homo Sapiens from Africa to the European continent.

FLORA AND FAUNA

Georgia is one of the most ecologically diverse countries in the
world, with climatic zones ranging from subtropical to high alpine
to semi-desert. Georgia is also home to vast expanses of completely
unspoiled wildernesses, including one of Europe’s largest national
parks. Our pristine wetlands and mountain aeries make this country
a Mecca for bird watchers worldwide. Bears, lynxes and even leopards
can be found in Georgia’s dense forests of Caucasian Fir-the tallest
trees in Europe.

MOUNTAINS AND TREKKING

When it comes to the height of its mountains and the breadth of
available treks, Georgia offers a lot of versatility for mountaineers.
With five peaks higher than Mont Blanc (4,808 meters), Georgia’s
High Caucasus Mountains are comparable to the European Alps and
by far less crowded. The fabled region of Svaneti, nestled in these
mountains, is a place of magic and excitement, even for Georgians
themselves. Access to peaks like Mount Shkhara (5,201 meters) and
Mount Ushba (4,710 meters), and opportunities to stay with Svan
families in villages, make trekking in this region an outdoor and
cultural adventure.

PARADISE FOR FREERIDERS AND HELI-SKIERS

Visitors can get freeride skiing experience in all five winter resorts
of Georgia: Gudauri, Bakuriani, Hatsvali, Tetnuldi and Goderdzi
surrounded by epic mountains. Heli-ski is also available, so those who
truly enjoy extreme winter sports can have an unforgettable time!
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MOUNTAINS MORE SPECTACULAR THAN THE ALPS, WINERIES TO
COMPETE WITH FRANCE, WILD NATURE RESERVES THAT RIVAL
CALIFORNIA

Georgian fashion is having a global moment
of glory right now. With Demna Gvasalia at
Balenciaga and his attempt to change the face
of the industry with VETEMENTS, David Koma
at Mugler and many local small brands like
ALEXANDER ARUTYUNOV and MORE IS LOVE are
paving their way into the fashion scene and global
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consumers. The hype around Georgian designers
is inevitable these days so with this in mind going
to Tbilisi for Fashion week was more exciting than
ever.

¡

Roza Sinaysky

This ancient country in the Caucasus was
part of the Soviet Union for most of the
20th century, followed by a turbulent
1990s that saw civil war and economical
crisis. But today Georgia is emerging

from the complex transition with worldclass architecture, a strong youth culture,
booming techno scene and a whole lot to
offer travellers.
Across its 70,000 square kilometres
(approximately a quarter of the size of Italy)
Georgia has literally everything: mountains
more spectacular than the Alps, wineries to
compete with France, wild nature reserves
that rival California – and all of it just a
few hours drive from one another. Travel
in Georgia also has that air of adventure
largely lost elsewhere in the West, which
basically means you’ll be trying to figure
out your way around towns and villages
where hardly anyone speaks English or
riding a creaky minibus on a mountain
road. But overall, hospitality is at the core
of Georgian culture, and combined with
exquisite taste and innovative design ideas
this is a pretty perfect holiday destination,
and all for a fraction of price you’d pay in

Europe. Here’s our guide to the country’s
hippest attractions.
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EXCITING THAN EVER”
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VOGUE: “GOING TO TBILISI FOR FASHION WEEK WAS MORE

Today, with discount flights and highly
developed tourism all around the world,
it can feel like there are no new places to
go. But sometimes, historical shifts can
open up completely new horizons. Georgia,
located on the crossroads of Asia and
Eastern Europe, is one of the still relatively
unknown gems in the West.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Techno and raves
Design hotels
Fashion’s new wave
Mineral waters and unconventional spas
Feasting
Natural wine
Incredible architecture
Undiscovered mountains
Wild beaches
Wild landscapes

¡

Anastasiia Fedorova
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later, with the help of the up-and-coming gallery Project ArtBeat,
Griffin has returned to Georgia to exhibit the prints for the first time
at Tbilisi’s Museum of Modern Art, a project which launched during
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Tbilisi.
The union of Kawakubo, Griffin, and the country of Georgia is an
unusual one. According to Griffin, the designer traveled to Georgia
after meeting with film producer and director Sandro Vakhtangov
during one of his visits to Japan. The two bonded over their love for
the primitive Georgian artist Niko Pirosmani, the main inspiration for
the photographs. Vakhtangov then helped plan the trip for Kawakubo
and Griffin, even scouting locals such as his own aunt from a village
near the town of Telavi to participate in the shoot. “Rei was inspired by
the clothing in Pirosmani’s paintings,” says Griffin. In many of the shots,
villagers are wearing traditional Georgian clothing, like the chokha, a
jacket with ornamental bullet cartridges lining the chest, and felt hats,
all mixed in with Comme des Garçons pieces.
¡

Tbilisi is a small city nestled in between Europe and
Asia. Although it has a population of only about 1.2
million, the city possesses a rich, diverse, but also
convoluted history that spans many centuries. The
Roman, Persian, and Russian empires have all ruled
over Georgia and subsequently affected the city in

Liana Satenstein
many ways. Most palpable is the city’s architecture,
exhibited by its mixture of classical, medieval,
Stalinist, and modernist building styles. And this
melting pot of ideas presides over its fashion scene.
Overall, Georgian fashion is hard to pinpoint to just

one aesthetic. It’s an amalgam of both traditional
and modern styles.
Perhaps this is why the fashion world fell in love
with Georgia’s most famous native, Demna Gvasalia,
current creative director of Balenciaga and founder
of cult-brand Vetements.
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It was in 1989 in the country of Georgia when British photographer
Brian Griffin shot a story with Rei Kawakubo for Comme des Garçons’s
Six magazine. The collection of 12 photos is a surreal stream of scenes
from the rural countryside in the time of the Soviet Union: villagers
stand in scenic fields, dressed in Comme des Garçons alongside
everyday objects like wheelbarrows and accordions. Now, 25 years

THE FASHION WORLD FELL IN LOVE WITH
GEORGIA’S MOST FAMOUS NATIVE, DEMNA GVASALIA
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AN EXHIBITION IN TBILISI IS GIVING 12 CIRCA
1989 COMME DES GARCOS PHOTOS A NEW LIFE

¡
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GEORGIA: FASHION BEYOND VETEMENTS OR A VIEW FROM WITHIN
Do you know that Georgian has one of the oldest indigenous
alphabets? It is not part of any group, singular.” My conversation
partner is tireless and adamant when it comes to defending Georgia’s
uniqueness as a greenhouse for cultural fusion as well as a regional
epicenter for winemaking. Ketevan Bochorishvili is the Vice Minister

the mountainous country and its capital are becoming the latest
fashion industry success story. Following the arrival of Georgia-born
designers Demna Gvasalia and David Koma on major international
runways, all eyes are on this small nation nestled at the centuries old
intersection of east and west.

A TRANSITIONAL SEASON FOR THE MILAN FASHION WEEK

at Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia,
and the scene is an afterparty for the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week
Tbilisi at famous Funicular restaurant. Right place at the right time:
8
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After New York and London, it is now Milan’s turn. The Fashion Week

¡

dedicated to womenswear collections for Autumn/Winter 2017-18
will take over the Lombardy capital from 22nd to 27th February. The
programme is rich, although major changes are on the cards for the
next September session.
The program of Milan Fashiion Week Autumn/Winter 2017-18
included a Georgian designer: invited by White Milano trade show,
Irakli Rusadze has presented his collection Situationist.

¡
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THE TELEGRAPH: “10 EXTRAORDINARY DESTINATIONS
YOU HAVE PROBABLY NEVER HEARD OF”

The stunning view from the hill above the city
shows a patchwork of ancient and modern
urban spaces, reflecting Tbilisi’s history from
its foundation in the 5th century to the latest
architectural achievements.
“This is one of the longest and steepest
funiculars on Earth. Visitors to Tbilisi can take
a ride to enjoy the breathtaking view from
the top of the hill,” funicular operator Emzar
Badalashvili tells us.
Tbilisi’s old town with its narrow streets
and eclectic buildings has been renovated
recently, giving it new life, with many little
shops and cosy cafes.
“Georgia is trying to preserve its ancient
history. Sometimes a plain stone at a corner
can tell you more than a book of many
pages,” says Rezo Gabriadze, a Georgian
artist we meet in the capital.
Emerging from the long Soviet era and the
severe difficulties the 1990s, today’s Georgia
10
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has reinvented itself as an open, friendly
country, welcoming guests from all around
the world.

core of Georgia’s ancient heritage. It was one
of the first nations in this region to adopt
Christianity.

One such visitor who stay is Rebecca O’Brian,
who owns a pub in the city: “Tbilisi is a great
city. It’s very safe, it’s very inexpensive by
European standards. It’s very possible to stay
here for up to 50 dollars a night.”

“This is the oldest surviving church in Tbilisi,
a 6th century basilica built soon after the
city was founded,” says Fr Akaki as he shows
us around the the Basilica of Saint Mary, of
which his the dean. “Its bells were ringing
even under the foreign invasions. The Soviet
times were a dark page, when this building
was turned into a tyre repair shop and
supplies shed, but it has preserved its spirit
and now serves as a church again.”

Rebecca’s sentiments are echoed by French
tourist Claude Forestier: “The people are very
welcoming. We eat very well here. There’s a
great atmosphere. Everything’s easy – it’s a
very open country. And also, perhaps, very
European. It’s a great discovery.”
In this bright kaleidoscope of modern and
traditional architecture, famous landmarks
still teem with life.
The brick-domed Sulphur Baths have been
open to public for centuries, as attendant
Elcin Allahverdov explains: “This hot water
comes from the natural sulphuric spring
welling up 50 meters from this room. That’s
where the city was founded: ‘tpili’ means
‘warm’ in the Old Georgian language, so the
name Tbilisi derives from this warm spring.’
Religious architecture and art remain at the

KAKHETI,
GEORGIA

You might not have heard of Kakheti but you’re
almost guaranteed to have enjoyed its most
famous invention: wine. The Georgians have been
making wine for 8,000 years and there’s recently
been a revived interest in traditional wine-making
techniques, with some of the country’s best wines
now appearing on the wine lists at The Fat Duck,
Hibiscus and Nobu.

Highlights of Kakheti include the Ikalto Monastery
where Orthodox priests kept meticulous viticulture
records; fortified sacramental wine cellars larger
than the churches they supplied; and the vineyards
and wine cellars of Lagvinari, Georgia’s premier
wine producer.
¡ The Telegraph © Telegraph Media Group Limited

Just outside Tbilisi, ancient castles,
monasteries and cathedrals crown the
magnificent Caucasian landscapes, bringing
scores of tourists and pilgrims to the holy
sites.
“This ancient heritage does give a special
spirit to Tbilisi, and it’s not just Christian
– you can find a church, a mosque, a
synagogue and even a Zoroastrian temple
here, rising close to each other,” says artist
Guga Kotetishvili. “This diversity of cultures
is a beautiful example of a land where
Europe meets Asia.”
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In the first of our series exploring the sights
and delights of Georgia, Georgian Life, we
begin our journey in the country’s largest
city and its capital Tbilisi.
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EURONEWS: “WARMING TO TBILISI”
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BBC: “EUROPE’S FIERCE, FABLED VILLAGES”
THE CAUCASUS
MOUNTAIN
REGION OF
SVANETI IS
HOME TO HIGH
MOUNTAIN PEAKS,
THOUSAND-YEAROLD DEFENSIVE
TOWERS AND
AN INTENSE
INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE WHO ARE
TRYING TO KEEP
TRADITIONS ALIVE
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LIFE IN GEORGIA’S HIGH CAUCASUS MOUNTAINS
Fabled to some – unfamiliar to many – the Caucasus
Mountain region of Svaneti is home to high
mountain peaks, villages dotted with thousandyear-old defensive towers and a passionate
indigenous people known as the Svans. Although
they bear an ethnic relationship to their fellow
Georgians, the Svans have been living in Georgia’s
remote northwest for centuries, creating a language
and lifestyle that is all their own. Over the course
of three days, we trekked 65km through the Upper
Svaneti region, from Zhibeshi, a village just outside
Mestia (Svaneti’s administrative capital), to Ushguli,
the highest inhabited village in Europe. More than
just a physical challenge of hiking up and over
mountain passes, the trek gave incredible insight
into the challenges the villages and its inhabitants
have faced, navigating the fine line between
modernizing and keeping past traditions alive.
¡

Audrey Scott

A JEEP IN THE HILLS
The most common way to reach Mestia is by road
from Zugdidi, a city in western Georgia that’s
accessible by bus or overnight train from Georgia’s
capital, Tbilisi. From Zugdidi, local families and
visiting trekkers pile together into shared jeeps
and minibuses, driving into the hills on winding
roads along perilous cliffs; various roadside shrines
remind travellers how precarious mountain life can

be. The 130km between Mestia and Zugdidi used
to take six hours, including a stop at a roadside
restaurant for kubdari, a local specialty of meatstuffed bread, but with recent road improvements,
travel time has been reduced to about three hours.

“IS GEORGIAN CUISINE THE NEXT BIG THING? THESE ENTHUSIASTS HOPE SO”

Daniel Noll

¡

SCOUTING THE VILLAGE OF ADISHI
Although a few trekking paths in Svaneti are
marked, most are not, making it easy to lose your
way between villages. We hired a local guide named
Avgan Naveriani via the Svaneti Mountaineering
Tourism Center in Mestia to help lead us through
the mountains and organize our homestays along
the way. More importantly, however, Naveriani
served as a cultural interpreter, helping us
understand the region and its people through the
lens of his and his family’s personal experiences.
Naveriani is a proud Svan, having spent his entire
life in these mountains. Pictured here, Naveriani
scouted out a homestay in the village of Adishi,
located about 12km southeast of Zhibeshi, , where
we spent our first night of the trek. We were arriving
at the homestay unannounced, so Naveriani used
the binoculars to be sure that the family we had in
mind was indeed home. Most village homestays
included a place to sleep and a home-cooked meal
shared with a local family.
¡

THE WASHINGTON POST:

Audrey Scott

This article was first published in BBC.com (http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20150209-europes-fierce-fabled-villages)

Excerpt from

WELCOME
TO THE SUPRA

...In lieu of a dedicated restaurant, a few Georgian
food enthusiasts have begun hosting their own
home-based supras, or Georgian feasts, in Washington. They often invite Georgian food virgins
(like me) to the table in an effort to spread the gospel of a cuisine that has romanced them all.
“Georgians haven’t done a great job of proselytizing their own cuisine,” said Jenny Holm, 29, one
of the supper club organizers and founder of the
Georgian Table blog, who has become an avid convert.
Holm, like many Americans, first discovered Georgian restaurants while studying in Russia. A few
years later, she jumped at the chance to teach English in - and eat her way through - Georgia for six
months, returning to Washington in 2011.
With the help of a caterer, a chef, a wine expert and
others, Holm helped throw the first supra in September, gathering 30 people, many of them new to

the cuisine, in a home off 14th Street NW. The long
evening of food and libations ended with a performance by a Georgian chanting choir, assembled at
the last minute, and was proclaimed a resounding
success. Georgian food 101.
Where Europe meets Asia, the fertile soils and diverse climate of Georgia, a country the size of West
Virginia, have sustained its people through countless incursions over the centuries. (“You name the
invaders, they’ve been in Georgia,” said Tsereteli.
“Romans, Greeks, Arabs, Mongols, Persians, Turks,
Russians. . . .”) Although influenced to some degree
by each of those cultures, Georgian cuisine has
stood the test of time.
It relies heavily on such spices as ground coriander
and a wild blue fenugreek, on homemade cheeses,
on hand-formed breads - and on hospitality. In
homes, the Georgian table is set with more dishes
than guests can conceivably eat without lingering
for hours - and that’s the point...

Excerpts from The Washington Post, March 3 © 2015 The Washington Post. All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected by the Copyright Laws of the United States.
The printing, copying, redistribution, or retransmission of this Content without express written permission is prohibited.
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la stilista anouki. 10. il nuovo
dots store (dotstbilisi.com). 11. Il “place to
be” più cool della città è il rooms hotel, anche
solo per un caffè (roomshotels.com). del
Caucaso” (copyright The New York Times), ci
si mette d’impegno anche la moda.
«I georgiani sono noti in tutto l’Est per
sensibilità artistica e
buon gusto: non è un caso che i turisti
che arrivano partano sempre dopo aver
comprato un abito delle griffe locali, non il
solito souvenir. C’è una lunga tradizione di
legami tra vita quotidiana, arte e cultura.
Esattamente come in Italia, dove moda e
stile fanno parte della quotidianità ». Uno
slogan definitivo per Tbilisi? «Una volta che
la visiti, ci tornerai per averne un po’ di più».
«Uno slogan definitivo per Tbilisi? «Una città
che può tutto, ma non lasciarti indifferente».
«Tbilisi è sempre stata abituata a convivere
con culture e civiltà differenti. Si tratta solo
di aggiornare il dna»

ROOMS HOTELS: DUE HOTEL IN GRADO DI CAMBIARE IL
TURISMO DI TUTTA LA GEORGIA
l’hotel di Tbilisi intitola una delle Suite a
Sofia Loren, che non perde occasione di
andare in visita per un evento di beneficienza,
apprezzando anche il riconoscimento per la
sua fama internazionale.

Il binomio tra cittá (Tbilisi) e montagna
(Kazbegi) é azzeccato. Mentre uno gode
dell’appeal della Capitale e della vita
notturna georgiana, l’altro cerca il pubblico

che ama il paesaggio mozzafiato di questa
area montuosa.
Non mi dilungo poi su ció che varrebbe la
pena vedere in Georgia, la vita notturna
molto vivace, il cibo … Lascio questa parte a
tutte le riviste / siti internet / guide del caso,
che possono dirvi molto piú di me, che sono
niente di piú di un persona curiosa.

Io volevo solo raccontarvi di come un paio di
hotel siano in grado di cambiare il turismo in
una regione e far parlar di sé cosí tanto come
non avevo mai visto prima e spero di avercela
Photos did not appear with
original published article

italiane). E in più, la moda. Scopertasi
altamante instagrammabile, Tbilisi fa sì
che i turisti (soprattutto gli amati-odiati
russi) come didascalia mettano hashtag
come #foodporn, #nofilter o #tbilissimo:
quest’ultimo è una sciarada tra il nome
della città e l’italiano “bellissimo”. Nella
metamorfosi da “Stalinland” - sì, ha dato i
natali al temibile dittatore - a “La California
questioni capitali
1. negozio di tappeti nella città vecchia. 2.
vinotel, hotel con ristorante, nasconde una
cantina con una selezione dei migliori vini
georgiani (vinotel.ge). 3. il tabla restaurant
è ideale per provare i sapori locali, su
tutti il khachapuri (pane al formaggio). 4.
architettura art nouveau. 5. l’imprenditrice
sofia tchkonia, fondatrice della mercedesbenz fashion week tbilisi, sulla cover di forbes
georgia. 6. la galleria d’arte contemporanea
window project (windowproject.ge). 7. Nino
Eliava e Ana Mokia sono le fondatrici dell’estore moreislove.com, specializzato
in brand georgiani. 8. tappa obbligata: le
terme d’acqua sulfurea nella città vecchia. 9.
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Georgia un posto preciso nel paesaggio
estetico globale. L’ultimo premio in ordine
di tempo glielo ha offerto l’Unesco. Ha
immesso nella lista del “Patrimonio culturale
immateriale dell’umanità” l’alfabeto, anzi i
tre alfabeti che compongono la
lingua, dai caratteri tanto eleganti e sinuosi
quanto incomprensibili agli occidentali.
Il paese, e in particolare la sua capitale,
intende riprendersi il ruolo che aveva già
ricoperto durante l’occupazione sovietica (è
indipendente dal 1991): “fare” la Montecarlo
dell’Est. E lo fa attraverso i lubrificanti
sociali più sicuri: il clima mite - regalato
dalla posizione a sandwich tra Armenia e
Russia -, la vicinanza alle montagne (come
la zona di Kazbegi) e al mare con località
tipo Batumi, Kutaisi e Gori, il vino, il cibo,
la bellezza naturale e umana («Georgian
Beauty», qui, è un modo di dire che indica
una donna di aspetto superiore), la cultura
e l’architettura che affastella in un lieto
caos ruderi pre-romani e palazzi Liberty,
palazzoni monumentali socialisti e strutture
14
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di Antonio Mancinelli e Laola Bonazzi
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In Georgia è esplosa una rivoluzione gentile (innescata dal
Tbilisi parlando di stile, futuro e ricerca di identità

fatta, dandovi qualche idea per le prossime
vacanze, cosí da non dover necessariamente
riandare a Londra con i vostri amici.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES:
“A CHEAPSKATE’S CHEATSHEET TO TBILISI, GEORGIA”

EURONEWS:

“EVIDENCE OF ANCIENT WINE FOUND IN GEORGIA A VINTAGE QUAFFED SOME 6,000 YEARS BC”
Archaeologists are hard at work sifting through the dirt at a dig in
Imiri, south-eastern Georgia.
The scientists believe that the site contains artefacts that could once
and for all prove that Georgia is the oldest wine producing country
in the world.
Eight thousand years ago, during the neolithic era, farming and
agriculture were flourishing in the three villages that now make up
the Shulaveri – Shumitepe Cultural ruins in Marneuli Valley.
And one of the products being grown and harvested proved to be
grapes to make wine.
Stephen Batiuk is from the University of Toronto: “What is significant
about this site is that it produced some of the earliest examples of
domesticated grapes, which we believe were involved in the earliest
16
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production of wine. We know that a wine vessel was discovered in
Shulaveri, which also provides evidence of early wine production.
But here (Imiri site) wine could be produced even earlier taking wine
production in Georgia all the way back to 6,000 BC.”
David Lordkipanidze, is director of Georgia’s National Museum:“The
aim of this project is to look at the history of agriculture. It’s not just
only the question of the earliest wine and we have found here traces
of very old wine making, but as well to look at the domestication of
the weeds, of the different agricultural products, which shows that
Caucasus and Georgia were part of this big geographical territory,
the so called Fertile Crescent, where the earliest agriculture was
appearing and first civilisations were spreading.”
The Fertile Crescent is a swathe of land stretching from upper Egypt
to Mesopotamia, modern day Iraq, Kuwait and northeast Syria.

It seems that everyone loves the country of Georgia. You can barely
mention it without people piping up to say how startlingly beautiful
the Caucasus mountain villages are, or raving about meats grilled
over grapevines, the generous use of walnuts and pomegranates,
or internationally beloved acharuli khachapuri, fresh baked
cheesebread with a raw egg on top. But what they may leave out is
how cheap it is - especially true since the lari has lost 20 percent of
its value since last summer.
Most trips to Georgia start in Tbilisi, the capital city of a million or so
that for American travelers is both reassuringly familiar and genuinely
exotic. The streets could be European, but what’s that gorgeous
alphabet the signs are written in? The national religion is Christian,
but women cover their heads in churches with no pews. Georgians
love bread and cheese but sometimes crack a raw egg over it.
You could spend money in Tbilisi, but you’d have to go out of your
way. Alas, the one thing I would have paid for, I couldn’t: the overcast,
drizzly weather I encountered in late February. For 7 lari ($3.21 at 2.18
lari to the dollar), though, I was able to switch to powdery snow - by
hopping a bus up into the mountains. (For more on getaways from
the capital, see last week’s column on the eastern region of Kakheti.)
Here are some tips on getting the most out of the already frugal
traveler-friendly city.
LODGING
You could pay $200 and change at the Courtyard by Marriott looking

out on Freedom Square and its gilded statue of St. George atop a
pillar. But in the eight-plus years since the statue went up (which was,
in turn, 15 years after a statue of Lenin was torn down) affordable
guesthouses have opened across Tbilisi, including ones right near the
square. I stayed in Tina’s House, tucked away on a nearby residential
street, for 70 lari a night including breakfast. The Muradashvili family
has lived there for decades; it’s full of portraits painted by Tina’s
nephew, and clocks collected by her husband, Zviad. The beds at the
Marriott are better, but the guesthouse is also close to the metro and
a 10-minute walk to the old city.
GETTING AROUND
A Georgian friend of mine in New York told me in advance that
taxis in Tbilisi are “stupid cheap.” I actually ended up walking almost
everywhere, and took the metro (half a lari) when I didn’t. But the
few times I did use taxis they were indeed stupid cheap: Getting
anywhere around the city center will run you 7 lari max at most. Even
a run from the airport to the central part of the city is only 25 lari.
Since I was arriving after midnight, I accepted Tina’s offer to send her
husband to collect me for 30 lari; when I cleared customs I found him
holding up a piece of paper with my name a first for me.
EATING AND DRINKING
Somewhere in this city, I’m sure there are expensive restaurants.
But at most restaurants serving the sort of hearty, meaty (but also
vegetarian-friendly) Georgian cuisine you’re looking for, order freely.
Twenty lari will get you a feast, as at the popular chain Shemoikhede
World About Georgia
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The smaller Museum of the History of Tbilisi
(3 lari) is a bit mustier, but has an interesting
collection of old musical instruments,
life-size mock-up of an old city block,
and obsolete household items, which are
always entertaining. A highlight is an old
Underwood typewriter with Georgian keys
that looks as if it should be used to type up
ancient magic spells.

MUSEUMS, MUSIC AND SHOPPING
The National Museum is an amazing
enough deal for 5 lari - the highlight is the
Archaeological Treasury, with its exquisitely
crafted pre-Christian gold. But also included
in that cost is the Museum of Soviet
Occupation,which offers an emotionally
jarring and indispensable history lesson:
Less than three years after independence,

The Georgian tradition of polyphonic
singing is deservedly inscribed on
Unesco’s
Intangible Cultural Heritage
list, and unlike its traditional wine (whose
methods are also inscribed), you can
experience it for free, either in restaurants or
Tbilisi’s several ancient churches. I attended
a service at the Anchiskhati Church, where
a choir of four men stood in a tight circle,
facing one another and singing in deep
concentration.
I’m not much of a shopper, but who doesn’t
enjoy a good flea market, especially when so
many items are from the Soviet era. That’s what

But it sure was cheap. The marshrutka (or
minibus) to and from Tbilisi cost 7 lari each
way, equipment rental was 25 lari and a lift
ticket was 30. I subsisted on snacks, including
my first taste of churchkhela, stringed nuts
dipped in a sort of thickened grape juice.
The total cost of my day was about 75 lari, or
about $35, less than one-quarter the cost of
a lift ticket alone at Vail.
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(Some fine print: To catch the marshrutka,
get to the informal bus terminal near the
Didubi metro station well before 9. Debark
at the main stop at Gudauri and head to the
slopes through the property of the Marco
Polo Hotel, not the “Coppola” hotel, as I was
told after what appears to have been a game
of telephone. Also, hold off on renting ski
equipment at the shop on the main road;
there’s one closer to the slopes.)

CREATIVE

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CREATIVE:
“GHOST OF THE VINE”
Meet Maka Kozhara: a wine expert. Young, intelligent, friendly.

From The New York Times, April 1 © 2015 The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected by the Copyright Laws of the United States. The printing, copying,
redistribution, or retransmission of this Content without express written permission is prohibited.
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It may be missing the après-ski bells and
whistles of resorts in the Alps, but the wideopen runs at Gudauri, about 75 miles from
Tbilisi, are extensive, easy to get to, well
cared for and, at least on a weekday, without
lines. The views are every bit as spectacular
as well. Or so I hear - during my visit, heavy
snow created near white-out conditions.

Photos did not appear with original published article

Ossetia, which Georgians consider under
the control of Russia reads “OCCUPATION
CONTINUES.”

you’ll find at the Dry Bridge, an old town bazaar,
where I even found the perfect gift - for myself:
Russian-made versions of albums by the
Beatles, Rolling Stones, Louis Armstrong and
others to bulk up my nascent vinyl collection
for between 5 and 15 lari each.
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Georgia was occupied by the Bolsheviks in
1921, and remained part of the Soviet Union
until 1991. The museum leaves no question
about how many Georgians feel about
Russia, even today: A map showing the
disputed territories of Abkhazia and South
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Genatsvale, where I had tasty pork ribs in
a slightly spicy adjika sauce for 14 lari. At
Machakhela, which looks like a fast-food
spot, baked-to-order acharuli bread filled
with an eggplant stew goes for 5 lari; at its
table-service branches - sometimes listed
with the name Samikitno - traditional wine
fermented in clay pots called kvevri starts
at one lari per generous pour. I even went
upscale one night when a friend of a friend
invited me to a place called Azarphesha,
and after two bottles of wine and a spread
that included a delicious Georgian-style
mushroom and herb polenta, whole
trout, moutabal (an eggplant purée) with
pomegranate seeds, and wine for about 60
lari a person.

Kozhara sits in an immense cellar in a muddy green valley in the
Republic of Georgia. The cellar lies beneath an imitation French
chateau. The vineyards outside, planted in gnarled rows, stretch
away for miles. Once, in the late 19th century, the chateau’s owner,
a Francophile, a vintner and eccentric Georgian aristocrat, pumped
barrels of home-brewed champagne through a large outdoor
fountain: a golden spray of drinkable bubbles shot into the air.
“It was for a party,” Kozhara says. “He loved wine.”
Kozhara twirls a glass of wine in her hand. She holds the glass up
to the ceiling light. She is interrogating a local red-observing what
physicists call the Gibbs-Maranoni Effect: How the surface tension of
a liquid varies depending on its chemical make-up. It is a diagnostic
tool. If small droplets of wine cling to the inside of a glass: the wine
is dry, a high-alcohol vintage. If the wine drips sluggishly down the
glass surface: a sweeter, less alcoholic nectar. Such faint dribbles are
described, among connoisseurs, as the “legs” of a wine. But here in
Georgia wines also possess legs of a different kind. Legs that travel.
That conquer. That walk out of the Caucasus in the Bronze Age.
“Wine for us is religion.” Maka Kozhara at the Château Mukhrani
winery. Photograph by Paul Salopek

The taproots of Georgia’s wine are muscular and very old. They drill
down to the bedrock of time, into the deepest vaults of human
memory. The earliest settled societies in the world-the empires of
the Fertile Crescent, of Mesopotamia, of Egypt, and later of Greece
and Rome-probably imported the secrets of viticulture from these
remote valleys, these fields, these misty crags of Eurasia. Ancient
Georgians famously brewed their wines in clay vats called kvevri.
Today, these bulbous amphoras are still manufactured. Vintners still
fill them with wine. The pots dot Georgia like gigantic dinosaur eggs.
They are under farmers’ homes, in restaurants, in parks, in museums,
outside gas stations. Kvevri are a symbol of Georgia: a source of pride,
unity, strength. They deserve to appear on the national flag. It has
been said that one reason why Georgians never converted en masse
to Islam (the Arabs invaded the region in the seventh century) was
because of their attachment to wine. Georgians refused to give up
drinking.
Kozhara pours me a glass. It is her winery’s finest vintage, ink-dark,
dense. The liquid shines in my hand. It exhales an aroma of earthy
tannins. It is a scent that is deeply familiar, as old as civilization, that
goes immediately to the head.
“Wine”-Kozhara declares flatly-“is our religion.”
World About Georgia
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“We aren’t interested in proving that winemaking was born in
Georgia,” insists David Lordkipanidze, the director of the Georgia
National Museum, in Tbilisi. “That isn’t our goal. There are much
better questions to ask. Why did it start? How did it spread across the
ancient world? How do you connect today’s grape varieties to the
wild grape? These are the important questions.”

Grape wines came a bit later. McGovern surmises that their innovation
was accidental: wild grapes crushed at the bottom of a container, their
juices gone bad, partly digested by airborne yeasts. For thousands of
years, the fermentation process remained a mystery. This gave wine
its otherworldly power. “You have a mind-altering substance that
comes out of nowhere,” McGovern says, “and so this drink starts to
feature at the center of our religions. It became embedded in life, in

Lordkipanidze oversees a sprawling, multinational, scientific effort to
unearth the origins of wine. The Americans have NASA. Iceland has
Bjork. But Georgia has the “Research and Popularization of Georgian
Grape and Wine Culture” project. Archaeologists and botanists from
Georgia, geneticists from Denmark, Carbon-14 dating experts from
Israel, and other specialists from the United States, Italy, France and
Canada have been collaborating since early 2014 to explore the
primordial human entanglements with the grapevine.
David Lordkipanidze, leader of a multinational effort to unearth the
origins of wine. “We don’t just fight over who’s first.” Georgia National
Museum, Tbilisi. Photograph by Paul Salopek
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Patrick McGovern, a molecular archaeologist from the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and a member of this intellectual posse,
calls wine perhaps the most “consequential beverage” in the story of
our species.
“Imagine groups of hunter-gatherers meeting for the first time,”
McGovern says. “Wine helps to bring people together. It’s social
lubrication. Alcohol does this.”

Human beings have been consuming alcohol for so long that 10
percent of the enzymes in our livers have evolved to metabolize
it into energy: a sure sign of tippling’s antiquity. The oldest hard
evidence of intentional fermentation comes from northern China,
where chemical residues in pottery suggest that 9,000 years ago our
20
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family, in faith. Even the dead started to be buried with wine.”
From the beginning, wine was more than a mere intoxicant. It was
an elixir. Its alcohol content and tree resins, added in ancient times
as wine preservatives, had anti-bacterial qualities. In ages when
sanitation was abysmal, drinking wine-or mixing it with waterreduced disease. Wine saved lives.
“Cultures that made the first wines were productive, rich,” says Mindia
Jalabadze, a Georgian archaeologist. “They were growing wheat and
barley. They had sheep, pigs, and cattle-they bred them. Life was
good. They also hunted and fished.”
Archaeologist Mindia Jalabadze and a wine vessel from a sixth
millennium B.C. village site in southern Georgia. Photograph by Paul
Salopek
Jalabadze is talking about a Neolithic culture called ShulaveriShomu whose mound sites in Georgia arose during a wet cycle in
the southern Caucasus and date back to first inklings of agriculture,
before the time of metal. The villagers used stone tools, tools of
bone. They crafted gigantic pots the size of refrigerators. Such vesselsprecursors

to the fabled kvevri-held grains and honey, but also wine. How can we
know? One such pot is decorated with bunches of grapes. Biochemical
analyses of the pottery, carried out by McGovern, shows evidence of
tartaric acid, a telltale clue of grape brewing. These artifacts are 8,000
years old. Georgia’s winemaking heritage predates other ancient winerelated finds in Armenia andIran by centuries. This year, researchers are
combing Shulaveri-Shomu sites for prehistoric grape pips.
Archaeologist David Sulkhanishvili touches phantom grapes-a
vine detail from 2,200-year-old Roman mosaics in Dzalisa, Georgia.
Photograph by Paul Salopek.
One day, I visit the remains of a 2,200-year-old Roman town in central
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ancestors quaffed a dawn cocktail of rice, honey and wild fruit.

Photos did not appear with original
published article

To which the only possible response is: Amen.

Georgia: Dzalisa. The beautiful mosaic floors of a palace are holed,
bizarrely pocked, by clay cavities large enough to hold a man. They
are kvevri. Medieval Georgians used the archaeological ruins to brew
wine. South of Tbilisi, on a rocky mesa above a deep river gorge,
lies the oldest hominid find outside Africa: a 1.8-million-year-old
repository of hyena dens that contain the skulls of Homo erectus.
In the ninth or tenth centuries, workers dug a gigantic kvevri into
the site, destroying priceless pre-human bones.Georgia’s past is
punctured by wine. It marinates in tannins.
Archaeologist David Sulkhanishvili and seventh century A.D. wine
vessels sunk into the ruins of Dzalisa. “We’re still making wine this
way.” Photograph by Paul Salopek.
For more than two years, I have trekked north out of Africa. More
than 5,000 years ago, wine marched in the opposite direction, south
and west, out of its Caucasus cradle.
“Typical human migrations involved mass slaughter,” says Stephen
Batiuk, an archaeologist at the University of Toronto. “You know,
migration by the sword. Population replacement. But not the people
who brought wine culture with them. They spread out and then

lived side-by-side with host cultures. They established symbiotic
relationships.”
Batiuk is talking about an iconic diaspora of the classical world: the
expansion of Early Trans-Caucasian Culture (ETC), which radiated
from the Caucasus into eastern Turkey, Iran, Syria, and the rest of the
Levantine world in the third millennium B.C.
Batiuk was struck by a pattern: Distinctive ETC pottery pops up
wherever grape cultivation occurs.
“These migrants seemed to be using wine technology as their
contribution to society,” he says. “They weren’t ‘taking my job.’ They
were showing up with seeds or grape cuttings and bringing a new
job-viticulture, or at least refinements to viticulture. They were an
additive element. They sort of democratized wine. Wherever they go,
you see an explosion of wine goblets.”
ETC pottery endured as a distinctive archaeological signature for 700
to 1,000 years after leaving the Caucasus. This boggles experts such
as Batiuk. Most immigrant cultures become integrated, absorbed,
and vanish after just three generations. But there is no mystery here.
On a pine-stubbled mountain above Tbilisi, a man named Beka
Gotsadze home-brews wine in a shed outside his house.
Beka Gotsadze. “You put it in the ground and ask God: Will it be good?”
A home winery outside Tbilisi. Photograph by Paul Salopek Gotsadze:
big, affable, red-faced. His is one of tens of thousands of ordinary
Georgian families who still squeeze magic from Vitis vinifera for their
own enjoyment. He uses clay kvevri buried in the earth; the hill under his
house is his incubator. He pipes coils of household tap water around the
jars to control the fermentation. He employs no chemicals, no additives.
His wines steep in the darkness the way Georgian wine always has: the
grapes mashed together with their skins, their stems.
Gotsadze says, “You put it in the ground and ask God: ‘Will this batch
be good?’”
He says: “Every wine producer is giving you his heart. My kids help
me. They are giving you their hearts. The bacteria that ferment? They
came on the wind! The clouds? They are in there. The sun is in there.
The wine holds everything!”
Gotsadze took his family’s wines to a competition in Italy once, to
be judged. “The judge was amazed. He said, ‘Where have you been
hiding all this time?’ I said, ‘Sorry, you know, but we’ve been a little
busy over here, fighting the Russians!’”
And at his raucous dinner table, a forest of stemmed glasses holds
the dregs of tavkveri rosé, chinuri whites, saperavis reds. The eternal
ETC thumbprint is there.
¡ Paul Salopek
National Geographic Creative
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FINANCIAL TIMES:

IN GEORGIA,
WINEMAKING
METHODS THAT
WERE DEVELOPED
8,000 YEARS AGO
HAVE NOT BEEN
ABANDONED BUT
REMAIN BEST
PRACTICE

THE TELEGRAPH:
“THE WORLDS MOST BEAUTIFUL CHURCHES”
GERGETI
TRINITY CHURCH,
GEORGIA
22
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It is possibly the setting, in the green and white
Caucasus mountains, below the summit of Mt Kazbegi, that makes Gergeti Trinity Church quite so
magnificent. Dating from the 14th century, it has
a separate bell tower, and is often used as a navigation point for trekkers, who make a three-hour

mountain climb to reach it. While religious services
were banned during the Soviet era, it is once again
used as a place of worship.

The Telegraph © Telegraph Media Group Limited

You could call it a great unlearning. Sixty years
of technical mastery over raw materials have
led, in the view of some wine producers, to a
loss of the innate differences with which wine
was once synonymous. How, though, to beat a
retreat? “Natural” wine (made without additives)
and “orange” wine (white wine made like red, by
lengthy soaking of skins with juice) have been two
of the most radical solutions. Classically trained
palates often consider the results grotesque;
younger drinkers find them fun. They’re now a
kind of punk wine – a disconcerting alternative to
the mainstream, inspiring two separate London
wine shows each spring and even threading their
impolite way through the Michelin stars.
Much of the running for this movement has been
made in Italy, inspired by the contadini (peasant
farmers) who never bothered much with additives
anyway, nor saw the point of treating white grapes
differently from red. The movement’s leaders,
though, look further east, to Georgia, which is
wine’s Jerusalem; tributes and pilgrimages abound.

Source: Andrew Jefford, 2013 Georgian Wines: Older and Wise, Financial Times / FT.com August 2, Used under
licence from the Financial Times. All Rights Reserved.
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“GEORGIAN WINES: OLDER AND WISE”

Georgia’s winemakers regard this as both gratifying
and discomfiting.
Georgia is a land of multiple wine astonishments.
Archaeologists are unsure whether wine’s birthplace was in southern Anatolia or Transcaucasia;
World About Georgia
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There are two compelling reasons to seek out Georgian wine. The
first is its repertoire of indigenous grape varieties: 525 survive, out of
a total thought to have once numbered 1,400 or more. The second
is, precisely, those old ways – the chance to taste wines that have
been fermented in the buried, wax-lined clay jars the Georgians call
qvevri. Both red and white wines can be made in these beautiful,
maternally contoured vessels, whose size varies from flask-like to
bear-sized. (Human skeletons have been found, in contented repose,
within ancient jars.) In essence, red wines made in qvevri don’t differ
dramatically from “normal” red wines, which also ferment with their
skins and pips, and sometimes their stalks too. Red wines made in
qvevri, moreover, are often removed from the jars after fermentation
for wood ageing, or for returning to a clean qvevri. This too mimics
normal red-wine practice.
White wines made in this way, by contrast, are utterly different
from conventional white wines. The Georgians call them “golden”
rather than “orange”, and they spend a full six months with skins
and pips, as well as undergoing their entire fermentative cycle in
contact with those materials and with the copious yeast deposits
the cycle produces. The only external addition is, in most cases, a
little sulphur after fermentation. The jars are then sealed and earthcovered for the ageing process. The result is a width, a tannic grip
and a textural depth that no conventionally made white wine will
ever have. The wines’ aromas and flavours are singular too. Their
acidity is muted, since they have all been through the acid-softening
malolactic fermentation, while contact with the other matter in the
jar, especially the yeast deposits, rounds the flavours further. In place
of the fresh fruits that so many white wines suggest, these evoke
dried fruits, mushrooms, straw, nuts and umami. They have less of an
oxidative tang than their colours suggest; indeed, their articulation is
often understated and quiet, though orchestral in its allusive range.
They are meditative wines, sumptuous and subtle.
Not every Georgian wine, of course, is made in buried clay jars;
the majority are made conventionally, and it is in these wines that
Georgia’s indigenous grape varieties can be appreciated most clearly,
at least by palates unused to the thickening intrigue of the qvevri.
The country may have a huge patrimony of varieties, but a few stand
out forWorld
their quality.
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The red variety Saperavi is the most commanding. It is deeply
coloured (the name means “dye”) and no less prodigious in almost
every dimension, with astonishing energetic force in the mouth. A
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what is beyond doubt, though, is that Georgia is the only country in
the world where winemaking methods that were developed up to
8,000 years ago have not only never been abandoned but remain
in many ways best practice. Georgia’s winemakers are the guardians
of wine’s oldest traditions, and they’re happy that this is now both
recognised and respected. The discomfort comes because they have
learnt their considerable refinement and subtlety through thousands of vintages; much of this refinement is absent in the hit-andmiss natural-wine noise generated elsewhere.

great Saperavi is shockingly good: no other words will do. The variety
also blends well (with Bordeaux varieties Cabernet and Merlot, for
instance) and is ideal for making the semi-sweet reds so popular
in Russia. Other Georgian red varieties of note include the lighter
Tavkveri and the fresh-flavoured Shavkapito, but Saperavi is the
grandee.
There are, by contrast, at least three great indigenous Georgian white
varieties. Rkatsiteli is the best known (its planting outside Georgia’s
borders, in Ukraine, Moldova and Bulgaria, helps to make it the
world’s fifth most planted white grape variety). Like Chardonnay,
its style varies considerably with location and producer intent, but
fragrance, vinosity, a crisp balance and a complex allusive repertoire
are all possible.

GEORGIA JUST MIGHT BE THE FASHION
CAPITAL OF EASTERN EUROPE
Georgia, the country located in Eastern Europe, not the state in
the Sun Belt, isn’t the first place anyone would expect to find a
bustling industry of emerging fashion designers, where creativity
can be found even in the sleeves of garments. Just as the region is
considered to be one of the cradles of civilization, it currently stands
as a cradle of burgeoning fashion talent.

As co-founder of the Vetements fashion collective and the current
creative director of Balenciaga, perhaps he shines as the brightest
beacon of Georgian creativity. Shining with a slightly dimmer wattage
is David Koma, the creative director of Thierry Mugler. Though he
only spent a handful of his formative years in Georgia, later moving
to Russia and then London, Koma returned to his birthplace this past
November to attend Mercedes Benz Fashion Week, which was held in
the Georgian capital of Tbilisi.

My own favourite among Georgian white varieties is the subtle,
hauntingly aromatic Mtsvane, a kind of Caucasian cousin of Rhône
whites such as Marsanne, Roussanne or Viognier. Kisi is the third
leading white variety, said to be floral and fresh, though the examples
I tried were full-bodied and rich.
There are further nuances, as you’d expect from an 8,000-yearold tradition, including regional differences and a series of village
“appellations” which imply particular blends of varieties. They all
reinforce Georgia’s message to the curious, though, which is that
wine, great wine, is still more intriguingly diverse and more strangely
beautiful than we thought.

Let’s get the obvious out of the way and mention that one of today’s
most sought-after designers, Demna Gvasalia, hails from Georgia.

¡

Dena Silver
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FAMOUS GEORGIANS
Giya Kancheli

FAMOUS GEORGIANS
Romeo et Juliette opposite Rolando Villazón.
The young soprano prepared this new role in
only one month, and her interpretation was
a great success, launching her international
career.

Demna Gvasalia

Best-known as a composer of symphonies
and other large-scale works, Giya Kancheli
has written seven symphonies. His Fourth
Symphony (“In Memoria di Michelangelo”)
received its American premiere with the
Philadelphia Orchestra.
North American premieres of major scores
by Kancheli have been presented by the
Philadelphia and Chicago Symphony
Orchestras as well as the Vancouver
International New Music Festival.

Nino Machaidze

Nina Ananiashvili

Demna Gvasalia was the talk of the fashion
world, with Balenciaga appointing him its
artistic director, a very high-profile job in the
industry. Georgian born fashion designer,
Demna is ‘the’ designer of Vetements, a wellknown fashion label in Paris. This 34-year
old Georgian headed the design teams of
Maison Martin Margiela and Louis Vuitton.
Rising from the ranks, Demna is the head
and sole spokes-person for Vetements. He
breathed fresh life into the fashion world
with his brand, which is now a part of the
city’s alternative fashion scene.

Kakha Kaladze

Nino Machaidze is a Georgian Lyric Dramatic
coloratura soprano. She attended the
Academy for young artists at La Scala, Milan.
In 2006 she won the Leyla Gencer Vocal
Competition. Her breakthrough came after
being spotted as Lauretta in Puccini’s Gianni
Schicchi at La Scala, under Riccardo Chailly,
leading to the opportunity to play Juliette
in the Salzburg Festival in 2008 in Gounod’s
26
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In 2007, Mr. Kaladze established
international investing group Kala Capital.
Prior to becoming minister Mr. Kaladze
pursued sporting career as a football player.
With AC Milan, he won the Champions
League on two occasions, the UEFA Super
Cup once and the FIFA Club World Cup
once. After captaining his country 50 times
in 84 appearances, Kaladze announced his
retirement from the Georgian national team

Nina Ananiashvili is a Georgian ballerina and
artistic director of the State Ballet of Georgia.
She has been described by the Daily
Telegraph as one of the twelve greatest
ballerinas of all time, and in 2002 was
named Best Ballerina of the Year by the US
Dance Magazine. Ananiashvili has been a
prominent fixture of the Soviet, Russian and
Georgian ballet scene for decades. In 2014, a
film of her 1991 performance in Giselle with
the Bolshoi ballet was released.

Rusudan Petviashvili

Kakha Kaladze is a Minister of Energy of
Georgia and Vice Prime Minister of Georgia.

Famous Georgian graphic artist - Rusudan
Petviashvili graduated from the Tbilisi State
Academy of Art. Many books were produced
with her illustrations, including The
Georgian Folk Tales and The Knight in the
Panther’s Skin by Shota Rustaveli (MoscowParis co-edition). Creates paintings using
unique technique: total image is performed
in one-touch. Petviashvili’s works and lives in
Tbilisi, few months a year she works in Berlin,
Geneva and Paris where she has a studio.

PRASTO (VAJA MIKABERIDZE)

Georgian born contemporary artist - Vaja
Mikaberidze (Prasto) studied at the Tbilisi
Academy of Arts and continued his studies
in Riaci Academy in Florence. Prasto works
with materials like plaster, wood, bronze,
stainless steel, ceramic. His works are part
of many private art collections in Italy and
abroad.

Otar Iosseliani

Otar Iosseliani graduated from the State Film
Institute (VGIK) and worked in Gruziafilm
studios in Tbilisi.
In 1966 he directed his first feature film
Giorgobistve that was presented at the
Critics’ Week at the 1968 Cannes Film Festival
and won a FIPRESCI award there.
Following Pastorali’s success at the 1982
Berlin Film Festival, the director moved to
France where in 1984 he made Les Favoris
de la Lune. The film was distinguished with a
Special Jury Prize at the Venice Film Festival.

Giorgi (Gia) Dvali

Giorgi (Gia) Dvali is a professor of physics at
New York University’s Center for Cosmology
and Particle Physics and at LMU Munich, and
is a director at the Max Planck Institute for
Physics, Munich.
His major research interests are large extra
dimensions, quantum gravity, and the very
early universe.
Dvali received New York City’s Mayor’s Award
for Excellence in Science and Technology
in 2000. Dvali is a recipient of the David
and Lucile Packard Foundation’s Packard
Fellowship, the Alfred P. Sloan foundation
fellowship and Humboldt Professorships
(2008).

Dato Magradze

The former Minister of Culture of Georgia
and the outstanding Georgian poet - Dato
Magradze has published several collections
of poems, including Marula (1987), Nikala
(2002), Salve (2004), Nafexurebi cyalze (The
Steps on the Water) (2011) and Giacomo
Ponti (2011). His books have been translated
into Armenian, English, German, Italian,
Russian and Turkish.
He has won many awards including, in 2005,
the Golden Feather from the International
Federation of Journalists for his text for the
Georgian National Anthem.
In 2008, he received the Europe International
Medal from Pope Benedict XVI for his
collection Salve.

www.georgia.travel
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Travel

Area:

69,700 km2

Information
TIME ZONE:

Country code:
+995
Area code for Tbilisi:
322

Located on the coastline of the Black Sea
Bordered by: Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan
and Russia

+4
LANGUAGE:
Official language is Georgian; however,
English and Russian are also widely
spoken

abgdevzTikl

POPULATION:
Georgia:

Tbilisi (Capital):

3.7 million 1.2 million

CURRENCY:
National currency in Georgia is Lari (GEL) and current
~ 2 GEL.
exchange rate is approximately US $1 ~

Money can be exchanged
at exchange points, as well
as banks. Both are widely
available in the cities (note:
exchange rate may vary).
For more information
please visit:

www.nbg.gov.ge

Toll-free hotline for tourists:
0 800 800 909
Emergency service number:
112

GEOGRAPHY:

GMT/UTC

COMMUNICATIONS AND EMERGENCY CONTACTS:

WEATHER:
Card Payments are
accepted at most shops and
restaurants in the country
(Visa/Master Card /American
Express). Please note: extra
charges may apply when
paying with Bank Cards.
ATM machines are available
throughout major towns and
cities.

Average temperature in
Summer ranges from 30 to
35°C, and in Winter from
-2°C to 3°C.

Georgian mobile operators
(Geocell, Magti and Beeline)
cover almost all of the country’s territory
and Wi-Fi zones are widely available.

SAFETY:
It is safe to walk in the street during any hours
of the day or at night; the Patrol Police service
monitors the safety in Georgia 24/7.

TAP WATER
is clean and
safe to drink.

TRANSPORTATION FROM THE AIRPORT:
(Please note: unless stated otherwise, taxi fares can only be paid in cash, credit cards are not accepted)

TBILISI
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

KUTAISI
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

BATUMI
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

Located 20 km from the city.

Located 14 km from Kutaisi.

Located 8 k m f rom the city
center.

Rate for the trip to the city
center i s approximately GEL
25 - 3 5 (⊕ $10-15) and the
journey takes about 15-20
minutes.

Taxis are available near the
exit of the terminal; it takes
20-25 m in to get t o the city
center and costs around GEL
20 (⊕$8)

Bus N o 37 has a fixed route
and stops in front of the terminal. It takes 2 0 minutes
for the bus to get to the city
center. Travel f ee i s standard and set at less than GEL
1 (⊕$0.5). Operating hours:

Shuttles are available to travel
from Kutaisi Airport to Tbilisi,
the fee for the trip is GEL 20.

from 6:00 AM until 10:00 PM.

Bus No10 has a fixed route
and stops in front of the terminal. It takes 2 0 minutes
for the bus to get to the city
center. Travel fee is standard
and set a t less than GEL 1
(⊕$0.5).
Taxis are available at the exit
of the terminal; it takes 1015 m inutes t o drive t o the
city center and the travel
cost will be approximately GEL
20 (⊕$8).

ELECTRICITY:
EU standard plugs work
throughout Georgia.
Electrical current:
220 Volts, 50 Hz.

VISA REQUIREMENTS:
Citizens of 94 countries do not require a visa to enter Georgia.For more information please visit the
website of the Consular Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia: www.geoconsul.
gov.ge E-Visa option is also available, for more information please visit: www.evisa.gov.ge
For more information please visit the web page of the Georgian National Tourism Administration:
www.georgia.travel Toll-free number: 0 800 800 909 Viber: +995 591 965 002

